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Storing, growing, hunting and foraging for food• This book teaches you how to survive when
nothing at all returns on track for weeks, months as well as years, including: • Federal government
pamphlets and various other prepping books tell you how to hold out via an emergency until
providers are restored.Practical water collection for drinking and hygiene•A STEP-BY-STEP, DON'T-
OVERLOOK-ANYTHING WORKBOOK OF DIY Tasks THAT PREPARE HOME AND FAMILY FOR
JUST ABOUT ANY LIFE-THREATENING CATASTROPHEThe preparation you lead to a hurricane,
earthquake or additional short-term disaster will not keep you alive in case of widespread social
collapse due to pandemic, failure of the grid or other long-term crises.Medical and medical
treatments when there’s zero doctor•Techniques and tactics for fortifying and defending your
home•Community-building approaches for developing a new society
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NOT "Long-Term" and author should adhere to subjects he knows! I actually don't usually write
publication reviews, but Personally i think like this is essential.I'm guilty of judging the reserve by its
cover. Five Stars Good read, plenty of around the corner on survival circumstances. This causes
me never to trust the author's suggestions in areas I DON'T know about. Also, most details is not
detailed more than enough to be much of any kind of guidebook for survival. Jim is quite, very
knowledgeable about surviving in the wake of a catastrophic event. The diseases that people have,
ugh just all of it. Second of all, the section on entertainment and education - I think this is an oft-
overlooked aspect that will actually be very important, and again will affect whether one simply
survives or thrives. Reserve seems to have been written off the very best of author's head, from
memory. Good info Easy to read and follow. What I acquired was a basically an overview
conclusion on each subject and a recommendation on what other book to read for actual
knowledge.I strongly disagree with several of the conclusions in this reserve, such as for example
focusing almost completely in getting to stay in your home, the attitude of 'don't bother worrying
about storing food for more than a couple months', etc. I'm just not content about payin for a
publication that essentially gives me someone's views alongside incorrect data (veg natural oils do
NOT last longer than other types, for one) and tells me what other books to get.There's 1 small thing
and 1 large thing that, for me, saved it from being truly a 1 superstar. First the small thing, the
reference to herbs and spices - I believe this may be an item that many people forget about, but
can make a poor situation move from "surviving" to "carrying out good". I was disappointed This is
what I might call a guide for all those completely new to prepping, and aren't particularly suitable for
the mindset so need a simplified version. Esential read for all Preppers!. Far a long way away from
others, significantly far away from help too. If you anticipate living in the town after a grid-down no-
power survival experience, this book is perfect for you. I, however, will not be waiting around in my
apartment in this ghetto community for somebody to kick my door in while I'm sleeping and I don't
possess the ability to stand watch 24 hours a day. This book is very useful in the event that you
own a house or have the ability to beat the vast amount of bums into one following the chaos
ensues. Like heading on a guided tour and learning steps to make use of the wild correct outside
your entry way. Fitting in, trading, cooking, protecting, and a variety of other very practical methods
for making it by. I've noticed other reviews complimenting Mr. Actually if you're like me and plan on
being a woodsman, this is a must-read. No matter the method that you roll the dice, this is a must-
go through and must-keep. In addition, he provides many referrals to must-examine books and
resources. It is entirely based upon living around all the other desperate humans an precisely what
comes alongside that human nature survival instinct kind of situation. Very cool Practical and tips on
survival is definitely what this book is about, but it also helps you live off the grid and be self-
sufficient. The primary point I believe he desires everybody to know is: Do everything you can, while
you can, before you can't. Again, read this publication and take or keep what you will! We have
been woods people! I understand your recommendation to avoid gong it alone, but simply cannot
stomach the idea of crapping in a bucket in a boarded up home, surrounded by human beings in
survival mode who are simply waiting for the chance to kill me and my daughter and take
everything we have.... Cobb on other publication(s) he has written-regarding home defense-for the
sake of those looking for accurate details for moments of emergencies, he needs to stick with what
he knows, or do better study before writing books that people might depend on for survival.Jim:
have you got a book about surviving in the woods? Constantly will be... I have a lot of questions
that I am searching for answers to, but you can find areas that I am quite knowledgeable and
experienced in and I came across numerous careless errors in what's written in this book
(particularly in meals and medicine). Jim Cobb speaks to you through this reserve as if he was



sitting at the table with you. I will be doing just that! In addition, it references various other books and
resources that are helpful to know and continue reading if you want more comprehensive know-
how. This book is very useful in the event that you own a home or have the ability to . This book is
one of the best I have read. Sigh. Very useful and gave me some insight on items I was either
lagging in and a few ideas I had not thought of. I really liked another person scenarios. That stuff
was spooky but it made me think in greater detail. This is an absolute must have for any Prepper!
Once we all know, there are a few things we generally overlook and will never prepare for
everything. Excellent read! Great book Very, Essential book to have Survival skills About surviving in
disaster it’s times. Good details we don’t normally think about. Less food survival teaching simply
because I expected but purchased a second book simply for that. I was expecting concise (due to
its relatively small size), in-depth knowledge on topics at least of products on the cover, like alternate
energy and such. Great resource to present to your local library this holiday season. Could save
your valuable life Well researched interesting practical and could save your life. Great book. Great
book. Great information. Definitely recommend. First, it is not "LONGTERM" survival at all.
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